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Abstract
As the demand of structural integrity in manufacturing industries is increasing, the ultrasonic array technique has drawn more
attention thanks to its inspection flexibility and versatility. By taking advantage of the possibility of individual triggering of
each array element, full matrix capture (FMC) data acquisition strategy has been developed that contains the entire information
of an inspection scenario. Total focusing method (TFM) as one of the ultrasonic imaging algorithms, is preferably applied to
FMC dataset since it uses all information in FMC to synthetically focus the sound energy at every image pixel in the region
of interest. Half-skip TFM (HSTFM) is proposed in multi-mode TFM imaging that involves a backwall reflection wave
path, so that the defect profile could be reconstructed for accurate defect characterization. In this paper, a method involving
Snell’s law-based wave mode conversion is proposed to account for more reasonable wave propagation time when wave mode
conversion happens at backwall reflection in HSTFM. A series of model based simulations (in software simSUNDT) are
performed for parametric studies, with the intention of investigating the capability of defect characterization using HSTFM
with varying tilt angle and relative position of surface-breaking notch to array probe. The results show that certain TFM
modes could help with defect characterization, but the effectiveness is limited with varying defect features. It is inappropriate
to address a certain mode for all characterization perspectives but rather a combination, i.e., multi-mode TFM, should be
adopted for possible interpretation and characterization of defect features.

Keywords Ultrasonic array · Defect characterization · Total focusing method · Simulation · simSUNDT

1 Introduction

Testing methods are playing an important role with the
increasing demand of structural integrity and quality assur-
ance in manufacturing processes, especially in safety prior-
itized industries such as aerospace industry. Nondestructive
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evaluation (NDE) and its testing methods have been proven
promising in this context and are widely applied in related
studies [1–3]. Ultrasonic phased array (PA) technique as
one of the nondestructive testing (NDT) methods, has drawn
more attention comparing to conventional ultrasonic testing
(UT) method thanks to its improved inspection speed, flex-
ibility and sensitivity [4, 5, 6]. The ultrasonic PA probe is
made up of a series of piezoelectric crystal elements that can
be triggered individually [7], so that various sound beam pat-
terns such as beam steering and focusing [8], can be emulated
by simply adjusting the circuit timing, i.e., delay law. A data
acquisition strategy called full matrix capture (FMC) that
takes advantage of the individual triggering feature of ultra-
sonic PA probe has also been developed [9]. The main idea
of this strategy is to trigger one piezoelectric element (trans-
mitter) of the PA probe at a time and record signal responses
on all elements (receivers), then the next element is triggered
to record another set of signal responses on all elements, and
so on. In this way, all elements are triggered in sequence to
record corresponding signal responses from all elements, so
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that a PA probe with N elements will have N by N signal
responses in total as its FMC dataset.

By recording inspection signals from all available trans-
mitter–receiver pairs of a PA probe, the FMC dataset con-
tains complete information of an inspection scenario, which
facilitates different beam forming operations and imaging
processes during post-processing [9]. There are a number
of imaging algorithms available using FMC dataset, such as
inverse wave field extrapolation [10], wavenumber algorithm
[11], synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT) [12] and
total focusing method (TFM) [9]. The TFM algorithm syn-
thetically focuses the wave energy at every image pixel, so
that high image intensity could be revealed if the pixel is
associated with a scatterer [13].

Depending on the prescribed ultrasound wave path in test
specimen for reconstructing TFM images, the TFM algo-
rithm can generally be characterized into three modes, i.e.,
direct path, half-skip path and full-skip path mode [14]. The
direct path mode indicates that the wave has no reflection
on backwall, while half-skip path includes backwall reflec-
tion at either transmission or reception and full-skip path
contains backwall reflection at both transmission and recep-
tion of sound wave. These modes can generate different
TFM images and could be useful for defect characteriza-
tion depending on the defect features. This means that not all
modes give clear indication of defect features [15]. Thus, care
must be taken when choosing the appropriate TFM modes
and images for defect characterization. It is beneficial to
combine these modes for a thorough analysis of a defect
in question, i.e., multi-mode TFM analysis [14–17].

Traditionally all qualification methodologies have been
empirically based on extensive experimental works with test
pieces. An infinite number of variables and possibilities then
must be reduced into a limited group of statistically rele-
vant NDT situations. Even though the proposed qualification
procedure with test pieces is expensive, it also tends to intro-
duce misalignments between the actual NDT situation that
is to be performed and the proposed experimental simula-
tion. Besides the problem of reconstructing the geometry and
material, the fabricated defects must also be introduced with
a verified prescription of their sizes and NDT characteristics.
Service induced cracks (e.g., fatigue cracks and stress corro-
sion cracks) are to significant extent introduced in the inner
surface of e.g., pipes and include tip diffraction phenomena
into the interaction with ultrasonic energy, which tends to
be difficult to reproduce in artificially manufactured defects.
For a surface-breaking notch, half-skip TFM (HSTFM) can
be applied to image the notch profile as it accounts reflections
of waves on notch surface. This enables defect sizing using
e.g., 6 dB drop rule based on the HSTFM images, instead of
measuring the distance between indications of top and root
diffraction in direct path TFM images [18, 19].

Fig. 1 The general inspection scenario considered in this paper

In this paper, further explorations are conducted on
HSTFM algorithm when wave mode conversion happens
at reflection on specimen backwall, which get Snell’s law
involved. This is to account for more accurate calculation
of time-of-flight (TOF) of sound wave in TFM. Then this
new HSTFM algorithm is applied to an experimental FMC
dataset and a series of simulated FMC datasets (by software
simSUNDT) for parametric studies, with the intention of
investigating the capability of defect characterization using
HSTFM when defect features are varying, such as tilt angle
and the relative position of defect to PA probe. This again
intends to reveal the sensitivity of TFMmodes and images to
defect features, and to give a potential guide for appropriate
choices. When it comes to the relative position of defect to
PA probe, some approaches regarding removal of backwall
reflection signals are reviewed and discussed, aiming at elim-
inating the influence of backwall reflection signals in defect
characterization. The effects of these approaches are evalu-
ated and compared with simulated signals from simSUNDT,
which is able to entirely suppress the backwall reflection sig-
nals.

2 General Inspection Scenario and Setup

The studies and collected FMC datasets in this paper are all
based on a general inspection scenario and setup shown in
Fig. 1. The data acquisition hardware unit TOPAZ64 from
ZETEC company is a 64-channel phased array ultrasonic
testing equipment. The PA probe used in the experiments
with notation of LM-5MHz from ZETEC is a 64-crystal
linear phased array longitudinal-wave probe with nominal
center frequency of 5MHz and bandwidth of 74%. The ultra-
sonic array (linear PA probe) is place on top surface of a
stainless steel test specimen with height (h) of 35 mm, longi-
tudinal and transverse wave speed of 5573m/s and 3150m/s,
respectively. The origin of coordinate system is placed at the
bottom-left end of the PA probe. A surface-breaking elec-
tric discharge machined (EDM) notch is located at specimen
backwall with size (d) of 5 mm. The linear PA probe used
in the studies has 64 elements (labelled as LM-5MHz from
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Fig. 2 a The wave path
considered in conventional
HSTFM (dashed line) and in
HSTFM with Snell’s law-based
wave mode conversion involved
(solid line). b Local illustration
of wave reflection in Snell’s law

(a) (b)

Zetec) with nominal center frequency of 5 MHz and band-
width of 74%.With each element of 0.5mm in length and kerf
of 0.1 mm in x-direction, the effective length (l) is 38.3 mm.
Theother dimension (out of plane) of the elements are 10mm.
The relative position between the probe center and notch
root is expressed by θtest and the positive tilt angle of the
notch θtilt is defined in clockwise direction. It is noted that
the experimental test specimen used in this paper has only
θtilt = 0o.

3 Snell’s Law-BasedWaveMode Conversion
in HSTFM

When calculating the distance-of-flight (DOF) of ultrasonic
waves in HSTFM, see Fig. 2a, the wave path length from
transmitter (tr) to the current image pixel P with coordinate
(xp, zp), is calculated by connecting a straight line (dashed
line) between transmitter and a mirrored pixel of P over the
specimen backwall, i.e., Pm with coordinate (xp, 2 h-zp). The
transmitting part of wave path length Ltr = L1 + L2 can
then be calculated by Eq. (1) and the receiving part L3 is
calculated by Eq. (2), where xtr and xre are the x-coordinate
of transmitter and receiver, respectively.

Ltr = L1 + L2 =
√(

xp − xtr
)2 + (

2h − z p
)2 (1)

L3 =
√(

xp − xre
)2 + z2p (2)

The individual wave path length of L1 and L2 can also
be retrieved according to the principle of similar triangle,
expressed in Eq. (3).

L1 = h × Ltr

2h − z p
, L2 =

(
h − z p

) × Ltr

2h − z p
(3)

Wave mode (either longitudinal or transverse) conversion
is thereby included in HSTFM by assigning the correspond-
ing wave speed to each wave path of L1 and L2 to calculate

the total TOF of sound wave. This approach of accounting
wavemode conversion in HSTFM is referred as conventional
HSTFM in this paper, whose accuracy is limited, because the
Snell’s law [20] is not consideredwhen the transmittingwave
reflects at specimenbackwall ifwavemode converts.Accord-
ing to Snell’s law shown in Fig. 2b, the incident wave angle
θi should differ from reflected wave angle θr if there is wave
mode conversion at the reflection point B with coordinate
(xb, h), following Eq. (4), where ci and cr are corresponding
wave speeds for incident and reflected wave, respectively.

sinθi
ci

= sinθr
cr

(4)

To account for the transmitting part of wave path length
Ltr based on Snell’s law in Eq. (4), the position of reflection
point B, i.e., coordinate xb is therefore essential. To find this
coordinate, Eq. (4) is rewritten as a function f(xb) in Eq. (5).

f (xb) = sinθi
ci

− sinθr
cr

= xb − xtr

ci
√

(xb − xtr )2 + h2

− xp − xb

cr

√(
xp − xb

)2 + (
h − z p

)2 (5)

The unknown coordinate xb can be found by setting f(xb)
= 0 so that the Snell’s law is satisfied. The individual wave
path length of L1 and L2 can therefore be obtained through
Eqs. (6) and (7). The remaining TOF calculation should be
the same as earlier.

L1 = xb − xtr
sin(θi )

= xb − xtr
sin(tan−1(

xb−xtr
h ))

(6)

L2 = xp − xb
sin(θr )

= xp − xb

sin(tan−1(
xp−xb
h−z p

))
(7)

As an illustration of the effect with and without involving
Snell’s law at backwall reflection, HSTFM images in wave
mode sequence of LTT (in sequence of L1-L2-L3 according
to Fig. 2a, “L” for longitudinal wave and “T” for transverse
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3 a Reconstructed HSTFM image with Snell’s law involved and
b not involved at backwall reflection in wave mode sequence of LTT
for inspection scenario inSect. 2with θtest ≈ 36o based on experimental
FMC dataset with θtilt = 0o. The dashed line indicates the position of
the specimen backwall at 35 mm depth

wave) are reconstructed in Fig. 3 for an experimental FMC
dataset under the inspection scenario introduced in Sect. 2
where θtest ≈ 36o and θtilt = 0o in Fig. 1. The dashed line
indicates the position of the specimen backwall at 35 mm
depth. The difference in notch tilt angle indications is obvious
and it would mislead the interpretation of the defect feature
if the Snell’s law-based wave mode conversion is excluded
in Fig. 3b. Thus, Snell’s law-based wave mode conversion
will be involved in all upcoming studies and HSTFM images
in this paper.

4 Subtraction of backwall reflection signals

Consider an inspection scenario in Fig. 1 with θtest ≈ 0o,
i.e., the probe projection area completely covers the notch.
In this case, the existence of strong backwall reflectionwould
introduce extensive image artifacts in HSTFM images with
certain wave mode sequence, e.g., if all wave paths are in
longitudinal wave mode (LLL) [18]. As a result, the possible
notch indication could be entirely covered by this image arti-
facts under the probe area, which hinders the defect detection
and possible characterization.

An idea called FMC subtraction was brought up for sup-
pressing the backwall reflection signals [21]. It is based on
the phenomenon that for the transmitter–receiver pairs of the
same lateral separation, the wave path lengths of backwall
reflection are the same for a parallel sided test specimen, but
different for the wave path lengths of a defect. Thus, it is
assumed that the backwall reflection signals will have the
same arrival time and amplitude, while these are different
for defect signals. Based on this assumption, the backwall
reflection signal for element pair (i, j), i.e., the ith transmit-
ter and jth receiver, can be extracted through summing and
averaging signals from all element pairs with the same lat-
eral separation, i.e., |i − j |. The processed signal of element
pair (i, j) with backwall reflection suppressed, S(i, j), can be
expressed by subtracting the extracted backwall reflection

signal from the original one, I(i, j), as in Eq. (8).

S(i , j) = I (i , j) − 1

2(N − |i − j |)

×
N−|i− j |∑
k=1

(I (k, k + |i − j |) + I (k + |i − j |, k))

(8)

An example of this FMC subtraction result is shown in
Fig. 4a for the pair tr1-re1 (the first element as both transmit-
ter and receiver) from inspection case inFig. 1with θtest ≈ 0o

and θtilt = 0o. The normalized raw signal (thin solid line) of
FMC dataset is experimentally collected and the first back-
wall reflection appears at approximately 12.5 μs and the
second at approximately 25 μs. It is clear from the local
illustration box in Fig. 4a that the backwall reflection signal
(dot dashed line) is successfully extracted from all element
pairs with no separation in this example (same element as
transmitter and receiver). However, the processed signal after
FMCsubtraction (thick solid line) usingEq. (8) still preserves
backwall reflection signal within this time region, which has
higher amplitude than a possible defect signal. This is due to
some phase difference between the raw and extracted back-
wall reflection signal so that the subtraction cannot make
the most effect. Besides, there is another disadvantage of
FMC subtraction [22] that the pairs with larger lateral sep-
arations, e.g., the first element as transmitter and the last as
receiver, will have less averaging effect according to Eq. (8).
The effect of backwall reflection subtraction could be worse
in those cases.

Another idea that avoids counting backwall reflection sig-
nal into the process of HSTFM image reconstruction is to
introduce a weight function [22], which is based on the angle
between incident and receiving direction of wave. However,
this method is invalid when the Snell’s law-based wavemode
conversion introduced in Sect. 3 is included in this paper.
This is simply because the incident wave path is no longer a
straight line when the wave mode converts at the backwall.

5 simSUNDT Software

To fully get rid of the influence of backwall reflection signals
and to facilitate parametric studies, a UT numerical simula-
tion software, simSUNDT, is utilized. The simSUNDT soft-
ware consists ofWindows®-based pre- and post-processor as
well as a mathematic kernel, UTDefect, for the actual model-
ing and calculation, which has been experimentally validated
[23–26] to some extent by comparing with available exper-
imental data. To model the probes and the interaction with
defects (scattering), a series of integral transforms and inte-
gral equations are employed.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 a An example of FMC subtraction result for experimental FMC
dataset (pair tr1-re1) of inspection case in Fig. 1 with θtest ≈ 0o and
θtilt = 0o. Signals shown in the local illustration box clarify different
signal plots for the first backwall reflection region. b Signal in simulated

FMC dataset (pair tr1-re1) in the same inspection case and time region
in (a) with notations of different wavemode components. Subscript “T”
and “R” stand for notch tip and root, respectively. Note that the signal
amplitudes are all normalized to individual maximum in (a) and (b)

The model is fully three-dimensional, while the simulated
component in the software at this stage is limited to be an
infinite plate with finite or infinite thickness and bounded by
the scanning surface. The probe is modelled as a boundary
condition on the surface of an elastic half-space. This sur-
face is traction free except the active part of the contact area
beneath the probe. This enables the flexibility of probe sim-
ulation regarding its shape, wave type, element size, angles,
etc. The receiver in the UT system is modelled by using a
widely known and used reciprocity argument [27]. The avail-
able defect types are volumetric and crack-like defects, and
the methods of solution towards the defect modeling is the
T-matrix method [28], where the transition matrix includes
all information regarding the defects.

For the considered inspection case in this paper, sim-
SUNDTcan exclude unnecessary backwall reflections so that
there is no such interfering signal [29]. This enables studies

of different physical phenomena caused by the interaction
between the ultrasonic wave and the defect characteristics
that in an inspection situation normally is disguised by the
strong backwall interaction. However, the wave components
that potentially have interactions with the notch in question
after reflected from the backwall will be included, see Fig. 4b
for normalized signal of element pair tr1-re1 in simulated
FMC dataset of inspection case in Fig. 1 with θtest ≈ 0o and
θtilt = 0o, the same as in the experiment case in Fig. 4a.
The backwall reflection signals seen in experiment (Fig. 4a)
at approximately 12.5 μs and 25 μs are excluded in simu-
lated signal, and other wave mode components that are much
smaller in amplitude as to backwall reflection signals can
thereby be separated and clearly seen. These wave mode
components are indicated with approximate positions in time
scale based on estimations. Both direct path mode (indicated
by two letters for transmitting and receiving part of the wave
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propagation) and half-skip path mode of TFM are included.
Note that both notch tip and root have diffracted signals in
direct path, which are identified in Fig. 4b by a subscript of
“T” for tip diffraction and “R” for root diffraction.

Parametric studies in the next section that exploring the
influence of defect features, i.e., notch tilt angle (θtilt ) and rel-
ative position between probe center and notch root (θtest ), to
the capability of defect characterization using TFM images,
are performed in this paper based on a series of simulated
FMC datasets using simSUNDT. Simulations follow the
inspection scenario in Sect. 2 and the used defect type is
surface-breaking crack according to the scope and availabil-
ity of simSUNDT.

6 Parametric Studies and Results

In practice, defect characterization using HSTFM is usu-
ally conducted by separating the PA probe projection area
with defect position, i.e., setting θtest > 30o in the inspec-
tion scenario in this paper. This is to avoid the interference
of the image artifacts induced by backwall reflection sig-
nals in experiments, as mentioned in Sect. 4. In this case, a
series of FMC datasets with varying θtilt are simulated by
simSUNDT and all direct and half-skip path TFM images
are reconstructed, with the intention of studying appropriate
wave mode sequences that could help with defect charac-
terization. In addition, taking the advantage of simulation
software, simSUNDT, that excludes unnecessary backwall
reflection signals, another set of studies with θtilt equals 0°,
20° and 40° under the setting of θtest ≈ 0o are simulated. It
is to illustrate the capability of HSTFM in defect character-
ization in the case that the probe projection area covers the
defect, provided that the backwall reflection signal could be
perfectly suppressed.

6.1 Case Study 1: Parametric Studies with�test > 30o

FMC datasets with θtilt = 0o are collected from both
experiment and simulation with θtest ≈ 36o (notch root at
x ≈ 45mm in Fig. 1) to ensure that the potential notch indi-
cation in HSTFM image is distinguishable to image artifacts
from backwall reflection signals. Then FMC datasets with
θtest ≈ 36o and θtilt ∈ [15, 45]o (increment of 5°) are simu-
lated for parametric studies. TFM images are reconstructed
for all these cases in all possible direct and half-skip path
modes, i.e., 12 wave mode sequences in total. The interpre-
tation of notch tilt angle based on these TFM images are
performed through connecting the center of notch tip and
root indications in individual TFM image (if possible) and
reading the angle towards vertical, presented in Table 1. Note
that this process could lead to some minor errors in the out-
come due to non-unique choice of the referred reading point.

Figure 5 presents resulting HSTFM images in selected wave
mode sequences with normalized image intensity to indi-
vidual maximum. These certain wave mode sequences are
selected so that clear indications are shown and interpreta-
tions of notches are possible. Figure 6 presents all direct path
TFM images for all these cases with normalized image inten-
sity to individual maximum. Note that the dashed line in all
these figures indicates the position of the specimen backwall
at 35 mm depth.

The image artifacts from backwall reflection signals are
clearly seen in HSTFM images from experimental FMC
dataset in Fig. 5a–d under the probe area, i.e., from x =
0 mm to x = 38.3 mm in Fig. 1. Wave mode sequence
TLL in Fig. 5d also shows image artifact at depth 10 to
20 mm above notch indication. Compared to experimental
FMC dataset, the corresponding images from the simulated
FMC dataset in Fig. 5e–h eliminate the extensive image arti-
facts and show similar notch indications and artifacts, while
the notch indication does not match well in mode TLL in
Fig. 5h. In simulation-based parametric studies where θtilt is
varied between 15° and 45°, it is seen in Table 1 and Fig. 5i,
m, q, u, y, ac and ag that mode LLT preserves the tilt angle
and the shape of notch profile until 25°. Above this limit
the images show artifacts that make defect characterization
impossible. Mode LTT can only show correct tilt angle at
0° and in Fig. 5f, j, n, r, v, z, ad and ah it is confirmed that
the shape of notch profile cannot be preserved when θtilt
increases from 0°. Mode TTT can only preserve the shape of
notch profile until 15° according to Fig. 5g, k, o, s, w, aa, ae
and ai and give correct tilt angle until 20° in Table 1. How-
ever, mode TLT could mostly preserve the shape of notch
profile from 15°, but the interpreted notch tilt angles in Table
1 are always smaller than actual values.

The tip and root indications of the EDM notch from
experimental FMCdataset are clearly shownwith high inten-
sity in direct path TFM images, especially mode LL as
shown in Fig. 6a. Other modes however, i.e., LT, TL and
TT in Fig. 6b–d, contain some image artifacts around root
indications. Compared to experimental FMCdataset, the cor-
responding images from simulated FMC dataset in Fig. 6e–h
also give clear root indications, while the tip indications are
barely visible. This can be explained by weaker diffracted
signals from simulated crack tip than real notch tip [30, 31]
andwill be discussed later.When θtilt increases in parametric
studies, the tip indications are more obvious and visible in all
direct path modes because more signals from crack tip tend
to be received through reflection instead of diffraction. It is
then noticed in mode TT when θtilt reaches 40°, as shown in
Fig. 6a–f, that the entire crack profile is visible. This is much
clearer for all direct path modes when θtilt reaches 45°, see
Fig. 6ag–aj.

In brief, it seems that the notch tilt angle can be correctly
indicated by mode LLT in HSTFM images between 15° and
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Table 1 Interpretation of notch tilt angle based on all possible wave mode sequences in direct and half-skip path TFM images

LLL LLT LTL LTT TTT TTL TLT TLL LL LT TL TT

T0 0 – 0 0 0 – – – 0 – – –

T15 – 14 – – 16 – 9 – 9 16 13 7

T20 – 21 – – 22 – 13 – 14 20 18 20

T25 – 24 – 19 – – 18 – 19 24 18 27

T30 – 24 – 23 – 23 25 – 27 28 24 28

T35 – – – 28 – – 29 – 30 32 30 32

T40 – – – 34 – – 32 – 35 37 35 38

T45 – – – 41 – – 37 – 42 43 43 45

The TFM images are reconstructed based on a series of simulated FMC datasets under the inspection scenario in Fig. 1 with θtest ≈ 36o and varying
θtilt (T as in the first column). All values in the table are in unit of°

25°, and after 25° the direct path mode (mode LT and TT) of
TFM is more appropriate for identifying and illustrating the
notch tilt angle.

When it comes to the weak diffracted signals from crack
tip, complementary experiments are performed on two other
stainless steel test specimens withmechanical fatigue cracks.
Refer to Fig. 1, both these specimens have height (h) of
36 mm and the contained fatigue cracks are upright to back-
wall (θtilt = 0o). The respective sizes of the fatigue cracks (d)
are 7.2 mm and 18 mm. Other inspection parameters remain
the same as in Sect. 2. As concerned in the first cases ear-
lier, the experimental FMCdatasets are hereby collectedwith
θtest ≈ 32o(> 30o) to avoid any interference of image arti-
facts from backwall reflection signals. Resulted TFM images
(including both direct path and half-skip path) are shown in
Figs. 7 and 8 for fatigue crack sizes of 7.2 mm and 18 mm,
respectively. The dashed line in all these figures indicates
the position of the specimen backwall at 36 mm depth. Note
again that the presented wave mode sequences of HSTFM
images are selected so that clear indications are shown and
interpretations of fatigue cracks are possible.

From Figs. 6 and 7a–d it again proves that HSTFM can
reveal the defect profile, even for real fatigue cracks. In addi-
tion, as indicated previously in Fig. 6e–hwhere the simulated
surface-breaking crack has size of 5 mm, the tip indications
in direct path TFM images are barely visible for real fatigue
crack of size 7.2 mm, see Fig. 7e–h. However, the tip indi-
cations in direct path TFM images are clear for fatigue crack
of size 18 mm in wave mode sequence of LL, LT and TL,
see Fig. 8e–g. This could be explained by the fact that the
bigger fatigue crack has its tip closer to the PA probe and
the tip diffracted signals can be better captured. Based on
these observations and comparison between direct path TFM
(mode LL) in Figs. 6a and 7e for experimental data (defects
with similar sizes), one can see that the signal behavior of
notch and crack tips are dissimilar, and mixing these defect
types in practice could be questionable.

6.2 Case Study 2: Parametric Studies with�test ≈ 0o

In this study case where the notch root is at x ≈ 20mm
in Fig. 1, FMC datasets with θtilt = 0o are collected from
both experiment and simulation. Other simulations with
θtilt = 20o and θtilt = 45o are also performed to investi-
gate the characterization capability of HSTFM in this setup.
Resulted images are shown in Fig. 9 with normalized image
intensity to individual maximum. Only the images of wave
mode sequences with clear indications and possible interpre-
tations are shown. The dashed line indicates the position of
the specimen backwall at 35mmdepth.HSTFM images from
experimental FMC dataset in Fig. 9a–d show expected image
artifacts from backwall reflection signals that totally inter-
fere with and overlap the notch indication at x ≈ 20mm. It is
therefore as agreed to be inappropriate for defect character-
ization in this setup. Corresponding images from simulated
FMC dataset in Fig. 9e–h remove the image artifact from
backwall reflection signals and can reveal the notch indica-
tion to some extent, but other artifacts from the notch signal
itself appear even though the intensity is weaker than the
notch indication. However, it is observed in Fig. 9h that
there is no useful information about the notch itself but only
artifacts in TLL wave mode sequence. When θtilt increases,
mode LLL can no longer preserve the notch profile as shown
in Fig. 9e, i and m, and the defect indication is interfered
with image artifacts in other modes, which makes it impos-
sible to characterize the notch. This result could illustrate
the fact that characterization of a notch located beneath the
probe area using HSTFM is impossible even if the backwall
reflection signals and corresponding image artifacts could be
entirely eliminated.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j)

(m) (n)

(k) (l)

(o) (p)

(q) (r)

(u) (v)

(s) (t)

(w) (x)

(y) (z) (aa) (ab)

(ac) (ad) (ae) (af)

(ag) (ah) (ai) (aj)

Fig. 5 ReconstructedHSTFMimages inwavemode sequence of aLLL,
b LTT, c TTT and d TLL for inspection scenario in Fig. 1 with
θtest ≈ 36o based on experimental FMC dataset with θtilt = 0o. The
same wave mode sequences are used for simulated FMC dataset in
(e–h) for the same inspection scenario as in experiment. Wave mode

sequence of (i, m, q, u, y, ac, ag) LLT, (j, n, r, v, z, ad, ah) LTT, (k,
o, s, w, aa, ae, ai) TTT and (l, p, t, x, ab, af , aj) TLT for simulated
FMC dataset with θtilt of (i–l) 15°, (m–p) 20°, (q–t) 25°, (u–x) 30°,
(y–ab) 35°, (ac–af) 40° and (ag–aj) 45°. The dashed line indicates the
position of the specimen backwall at 35 mm depth
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Fig. 6 Reconstructed TFM
images in direct path modes in
wave mode sequence of a LL,
b LT, c TL and d TT for
inspection scenario in Fig. 1 with
θtest ≈ 36o based on
experimental FMC dataset with
θtilt = 0o. The same wave mode
sequences are used for simulated
FMC dataset in (e–h) for the
same inspection scenario as in
experiment. Wave mode
sequence of (i,m, q, u, y, ac,
ag) LL, (j, n, r, v, z, ad, ah) LT,
(k, o, s, w, aa, ae, ai) TL and (l,
p, t, x, ab, af , aj) TT for
simulated FMC dataset with θtilt
of (i–l) 15°, (m–p) 20°,
(q–t) 25°, (u–x) 30°, (y–ab) 35°,
(ac–af) 40° and (ag–aj) 45°. The
dashed line indicates the position
of the specimen backwall at
35 mm depth
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Fig. 7 ReconstructedHSTFMimages inwavemode sequence of aLLL,
b LTT, c TTT, d TLL and TFM images in direct path modes in wave
mode sequence of e LL, f LT, g TL and h TT for inspection scenario

in Fig. 1 with upright mechanical fatigue crack of size d = 7.2 mm and
θtest > 30o(≈ 32o) based on experimental FMC dataset. The dashed
line indicates the position of the specimen backwall at 36 mm depth

Fig. 8 ReconstructedHSTFMimages inwavemode sequence of aLLL,
b LTT, c TTT, d TLL and TFM images in direct path modes in wave
mode sequence of e LL, f LT, g TL and h TT for inspection scenario

in Fig. 1 with upright mechanical fatigue crack of size d = 18 mm and
θtest > 30o(≈ 32o) based on experimental FMC dataset. The dashed
line indicates the position of the specimen backwall at 36 mm depth

7 Conclusions

In this paper, an approach that involves Snell’s law in
accounting propagation time of ultrasound waves in half-
skip TFM imaging algorithm is proposed. This intends to
address more accurate and reasonable calculation of wave
time-of-flight (TOF) when wave mode conversion happens
at backwall reflection. Then, some parametric studies are
performed with the help of ultrasonic testing simulation
software, simSUNDT, to investigate the capability of defect
characterization using TFM images. These parametric stud-
ies generate a series of FMC datasets, which are based on a

general inspection scenario where the tilt angle and relative
position of the considered surface-breaking notch to probe
are varied.

In summary, it is noticed and emphasized again from all
attempts that the TFM images are sensitive to defect features
of concern, and that not all modes are useful to give a clear
indication. Different modes and wave mode sequences need
to be thoroughly evaluated for a successful interpretation of
a certain defect, i.e., with the concept of multi-mode TFM.
Seen from the parametric studies, we can see that it is inap-
propriate to choose a certain wave mode sequence to address
all aspects of defect characterization. There is a limit within
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Fig. 9 ReconstructedHSTFMimages inwavemode sequence of aLLL,
bLTT, cTTTand dTLL for inspection scenario in Fig. 1with θtest ≈ 0o

based on experimental FMC dataset with θtilt = 0o. The same wave
mode sequences are used for simulated FMC dataset in (e–h) for the

same inspection scenario as in experiment. Wave mode sequence of (i,
m) LLL, (j, n) LTT, (k, o) TTT and (l, p) TLL for simulated FMC
dataset with θtilt of (i–l) 20° and (m–p) 45°. The dashed line indicates
the position of the specimen backwall at 35 mm depth

which a mode can work well, but it might not be the case
outside this limit. Similarly, some modes only present image
artifacts, but it might not be the case if the inspection scenario
changes. The parametric studies also show that care must be
takenwhen usingHSTFM for defect characterization that the
probe projection area should not cover the potential position
of the defect. This is because the image artifacts in certain
wave mode sequences could come not only from backwall
reflection signals, but also from the defect itself.
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